On 2015 and newer Lexus vehicles equipped with Enform Remote¹, use your SmartAccess key fob to start your engine so your Lexus can warm up in the winter, or cool down in the summer, all before arriving to your vehicle.

Enjoy this convenience included for 10 years on 2018 and later models (excluding the 2018 GX).

**KEY FEATURES**

- Start your vehicle’s engine to warm or cool the interior
- Stop your engine if already remotely started
- Works within close range to your vehicle

* Key fob battery strength and any objects between the fob and your vehicle may reduce operational range

**REQUIREMENTS**

- Vehicle compatible with Lexus Enform Remote service
- Active trial or subscription to Enform connected service³

**GETTING STARTED**

1. **Before using remote start, ensure:**
   - Your car is in Park
   - All doors are closed and locked
   - The trunk, hood, and moonroof are closed
   - Fuel level is above ¼ tank
   - No key fobs are inside or near the vehicle
   - The vehicle security alarm is not triggered

2. **To remote start your engine:**
   - Press the LOCK button on the remote
   - Press the LOCK button on the remote a second time, within 1 second
   - Press and hold the LOCK button on the remote for three seconds

   The engine starts, and the hazard lights flash for 20 seconds. The engine will stop automatically after 10 minutes.

3. **To remote stop your engine:**
   - Press the UNLOCK button on the remote
   - Or
   - Press and hold the LOCK button on the remote for two or more seconds

For even more convenience, an available trial or subscription to Lexus Enform Remote offers:

- Starting your engine
- Locking and unlocking the doors
- Locating your vehicle on a map
- Monitoring guest drivers
- Checking your fuel level and odometer readings
- Viewing your vehicle’s status (engine running, doors locked, etc.)

For more information about a Lexus Enform Remote subscription, please visit Lexus.com/enform.

All from your phone, smartwatch, Amazon Alexa⁴-enabled devices, and Google Assistant⁵-enabled devices.

Disclaimer: ¹ The only aware of circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so (e.g., do not remotely start engine if vehicle is in an enclosed space or vehicle is occupied by a child). Remote Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Lexus' control, which can limit system functionality and availability. Service may vary by vehicle and region. Registration and app download required. Terms of Use apply. Data charges may apply. Services subject to change at any time without notice.

² Key fob battery strength and any objects between the fob and your vehicle may reduce operational range.

³ Key fob battery strength and any objects between the fob and your vehicle may reduce operational range.

⁴ Key fob battery strength and any objects between the fob and your vehicle may reduce operational range.

⁵ Key fob battery strength and any objects between the fob and your vehicle may reduce operational range.